
In pursuit of a perfect Sunday… 
Race Reports, Pictures, and Results 

 
With Tony taking a well deserved week off, here are some accounts from 
others who enjoyed this spectacular day on the water… 
 
Greg, 
Other than having a horrible start that put me over the line early before I even got to 
the gate so I had to go around the end, which cost me about 12 to 15 minutes by the 
time I sorted out the mess, I had a great race. Finish time was 14:21:05, fourth of 6 
boats. Behind Shingebiss, and ahead of Nikki in Thing 1 (or is it Thing 2), and Tony. 
You missed a great day on the water.  
 
Second Wind 
 
 
Another great day on the water.  Of course the wind switched off as we came to the line 
and we had a very frustrating sail out to Second Sister.  Breeze from all sides, current 
and generally hard to take as the fleet get away under chute to Batt Rock.  But we 
eventually got to the breeze and theb double slotted the screech, jib and main and 
cruised down to the rock and then up hard for U62 with the screecher.  Lost the 
screecher halyard at 8+ knots of boat speed - a decent bang and some sail 
retrieval.  That is going to be a pain to replace and rerun down the mast.  But makes sail 
selection easier - let's have a jib please.  After Horda, chute up and a few gybes down 
to deep ridge.  Hard on the wind, stay in current and to the right for breeze. Everything 
switched off again into the harbour so we worked on ease and twist for main and jib to 
get through the light stuff.  Some nice tacks with Shingabiss and almost up to Oasis at 
the end. 
BTW, Pturbodactyl has been raised the  ZZ Top trimmed. 
Cheers 
 
Pturbodactyl  
 
A slow start but a good day of sailing. Will leave Tony to provide serials. Oasis was 
well in the lead passing second sister and entering the dead zone. It was a struggle 
to the finish with the big tri closing fast but we made it , just. 
 
Oasis 



 
I can’t believe I missed the first post-COVID after race beer!  
 



 



And a great picture of what it looks like to be newly retired. It looks 
enticing… 
 

 
Results: 
 

 
 



 


